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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. VIGLETS Two - Ode to Dumbness - seeks to
ease widespread global tensions resulting from dumb people, which includes everyone - and is
seemingly increasing exponentially. The author gently guides readers into creating personal dumb
Viglets - intimate odes, totally unrestricted by archaic rules of grammar - you simply let your
emotions on dumbness hang out and get instant relief for your suffering psychic. Readers can easily
relate to personal dumbness and find themselves creating insightfull Viglets worthy of sharing.
Issues like; drivers on cell phones, failing to signal, politicians whose only job seems to be get re-
elected, professionals with alphabet soup titles and management styles are discussed. What they all
have in common is, you are right - dumbness. Too often media (all of them) are loaded with lengthy
- in depth - analysis scaring you into worrying about how your sewer pipes are leaking and our
world is going to rack and ruin by having a drink or two. Viglets cut to the chase with pithy ditties
that express emotionally charged personal feelings about issues...
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A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like
how the blogger create this book.
-- Dr . Rylee B er g e-- Dr . Rylee B er g e

Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V
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